CROSSWORD
No. 16,054 Set by SLORMGORM

ACROSS
1 A flipping rubbish home device (7)
5 Movie company look for producer of note (7)
9 God saves heathens in vain attacks at the front (5)
10 Price for a star to make an appearance in party? (9)
11 Tourists travelling over a thousand borders (9)
12 I caught nurse beginning to insult old people (5)
13 Old-fashioned saw (5)
15 Nice lamb cooked without a sign of unevenness? (9)
18 Small horse straddled by short flapper's kid (9)
19 Given the correct pitch, United breaks weaken back (5)
21 Really want party to go after Conservative leader (5)
23 One about to be involved in searches for posers? (9)
25 They watch John opening unopened horse chestnuts (9)
26 Boxer starts to break ineffective defence (5)
27 Expect drugs to have warnings on the front (7)
28 Little drinks brought round for each pair of kids? (7)

DOWN
1 Run off with sailor's conservative daughter (7)
2 A teacher upset drink over the French philosophy tutor (9)
3 Line of song (5)
4 Concerning call about villain coming back again (9)
5 Heaps of lager that European tucks into (5)
6 Car and taxi allowed to go around Brazilian city (9)
7 Lecture singer's given in Old English (5)
8 A single issue brought up on a single occasion (3-4)
14 Criminal one guards could be thus? (9)
16 It's a job serving drinks to drunks sometimes (9)
17 Static noise primarily on phone? (9)
18 Reprimand Mark so others will see it's been done? (4,3)
20 Drop girl from East Anglian town via the phone (7)
22 More competent president right to bring in Liberal (5)
23 Line that pool player might use in conversation (5)
24 President's not high-class, pinching a bum? (5)

Solution 16,053
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